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ABSTRACT 

 

MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems) is a technology of miniaturized mechanical and electro mechanical elements for 

example devices and structures that are made using the techniques of microfabrication. It uses silicon to produce extremely large number 
of applications such as microsensors, microactuators, accelerometers, micromirrors and batteries. The real potential of MEMS becomes 

fulfilled when these miniaturized sensors, actuators, and substrate along with integrated circuits. Recently, the current industries are facing 

some problems such as the conventional silicon used are high cost, brittle, bio-compatibility and inability to function in harsh environment. 
Therefore, glassy carbon (GC) has been introduced as an alternative due to its versatility and less expensive. It is the highly potential 

candidates for used in silicon-deficiency applications. In this paper, the fabrication of an array of glassy carbon nanowires is produced by 

electrospinning of photoresist polymers. This paper will investigate the electrical conductivity of glassy carbon nanowires. Besides that, 
the diameters and structures of fabricated glassy carbon nanowires (CNWs) will be identified by using Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Semiconducting amorphous materials are widely 

used in electronics applications due to their favorable 

optical and dielectric properties, tunable band gaps, 

and low manufacturing costs. Amorphous or glassy 

carbon (a-C) is of particular interest because of the 

versatility of the carbon material system with a 

diverse range of physical properties based on the 

nature and spatial arrangement of the chemical 

bonds. A common method of glassy carbon synthesis 

is the pyrolysis of a polymeric precursor [1]. Glassy 

carbon (GC) has been introduced as an alternative 

material due to its versatility and less expensive, and 

poses highly potential candidates for used in silicon-

deficiency applications. 

 GC exhibits excellent properties of 

electrochemical properties and may substitute more 

expensive noble metals such as platinum (Pt) and 

gold (Au) commonly employed for the fabrication of 

miniaturized sensors. Fabrication of GC from 

polymer offers significantly low cost and more 

flexibility compared to the patterning of Pt and Au. 

The microstructure of GC is distinct from the other 

carbon allotropes such as carbon whiskers, CNT and 

graphene, where these are known as non-glassy 

materials. Glassy carbon can be obtained by 

pyrolysis of photoresist polymer precursor. 

 As carbon has received much attention as a 

possible competence in replacing silicon for the 
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construction of miniaturized devices in MEMS, the 

fabrication has focused on the producing a single 

suspended carbon nanowires (CNWs) by 

electrospinning and pyrolysis of photoresist 

polymers. Polymers are popular materials used for 

many industrial products for their wide advantages, 

including light weight, ease in processing, low cost 

of raw materials and processes for producing 

polymers, high corrosion resistance, high electrical 

resistance, high flexibility in structures and high 

dimensional stability. The succession of polymeric 

materials as precursor to form functional solid-

carbon have been proved widely, due to its relatively 

high carbon yield and low cost [2]. 

 One of the intense techniques developed to 

fabricate the suspended CNWs microstructures is the 

far field electrospinning method. This technique 

allows the versatility of choosing from many 

different electro-spinnable polymers and a variety of 

electrospinning strategies to control the electrospun 

fiber thickness. The method is highly reproducible 

and portable across a variety of polymers that can be 

electrospun. Study also showed that the electrospun 

material retains its photoresist properties and that it 

can be directly patterned in a wide variety of patterns 

by lithography before pyrolysis [3]. The current 

technique appears to be more attractive for a tighter 

integration of the nanowires with the underlying 

microstructure and thus for a more accurate testing of 

the electrical properties of single wires. 

 

Electrical conductivity:  

 Electrical conductivity is the degree to which a 

specified material conducts electricity, calculated as 

the ratio of the current density in the material to the 

electric field that causes the flow of current. The rate 

at which heat passes through a specified material, 

expressed as the amount of heat that flows per unit 

time through a unit area with a temperature gradient 

of one degree per unit distance. There are various 

study on the electrical conductivity carried out with 

different parameter such as based on diameter of the 

single suspended carbon nanowires and heat 

treatment temperature. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

2.1 Electrical conductivity: 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Electrical conductivity versus temperature plots for different heat treated specimens[4]. 

 

 Figure 1 shows the conductivity of polymerized 

furfuryl  alcohol PPFA nanofibers plots with varying 

pyrolysis temperature. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and Raman microscopy and DC 

conductivity measurements were performed on 

individual glassy carbon nanowires with average 

diameter of 150 nm. The TEM images show a 

significant increase in graphitic, ribbon-like 

structures as the heat treatment temperature was 

raised from 600C to 2000C. The Raman spectra 

also qualitatively indicated similar increase in 

systemic order. DC conductivity measurements agree 

to this trend quantitatively, with 6 orders of 

magnitude increase in conductivity as the ambient 

temperature increase from 90K to 450K. The slope of 

the conductivity versus temperature curve is highest 

(in magnitude) for the lowest heat treatment 

temperature, and decrease as heat treatment 

temperature increases. As surface temperature is 

increased, more localized electrons have the energy 

to bridge the gap. With an increase in heat treatment 

temperature, the system becomes more ordered, 

decreasing the amount of localized states present and 

allowing for more mobile charge carries. We 

conclude that it is the overall delocalized charge 

carrier density which determine the conductivity of 

the system.  

 Other studies show that electrical conductivity 
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can be increase by enhancing graphitization. The 

extent of graphitization can be tuned by controlling 

the fabrication parameters such as mechanical 

pulling of the polymer molecules, thickness of the 

polymer wires, and nozzle size. This technique 

produces glassy CNWs of high graphitic content and 

electrical conductivity. Stretching of the polymer 

chains and surface confinement in these glassy 

CNWs produce a graphitic skin which the presence 

of graphitic skin enhance the increase of electrical 

conductivity [5]. Besides that, from the previous 

study showed that the value of electrical conductivity 

could be different by varying the polymer precursor. 

Electrical conductivity of the more ordered carbon 

nanofiber derived from PAN is indeed higher than 

the SU-8 derived carbon fiber[6]. 

 

2.2 Diameter of Single suspended CNWs: 

  

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Fabricated results of carbon nanowires [7]. 

 

 Figure 2 shows SEM images of the fabricated 

vertically aligned CNWs pyrolyzed from SU-8 tip 

array. It is found that vertically aligned CNWs on 

fused silica wafer are well fabricated. When the SU-8 

tip is pyrolyzed to CNW, a decomposition of 

hydrogen and oxygen induces shrinkage of 

dimension of the CNW. The SU-8 tip on 1µm 

diameter circular aperture whose height and width 

are 4.8 µm and 700 nm is carbonized to CNW whose 

height and width are 3.2 µm and 450 nm. The widths 

are 600 and 960 nm and aspect ratios are 8.5 and 8.6 

when the exposed doses of SU-8 tips, the precursor 

of CNW, are 100 and 150 mJ/cm
2
 and its diameter of 

circular aperture is 1.4 µm. The fabricated CNWs 

occasionally shows narrow and high aspect ratio 

features which width is lower than 100 nm and 

aspect ratio is more than 10 [7]. 

 Based on this study, vertically aligned pyrolyzed 

carbon nanowires (CNWs) is fabricated by 

photolithography with modification and pyrolysis 

which the control of shape and position of CNWs is 

reliable. Sub µm high aspect ratio (HAR) SU-8, 

negative tone photoresist, tip array fabricated using 

modified photolithography is transformed to carbon 

structure with shrinkage which reduces the 

dimension of CNWs to a few hundreds of nanometer 

or less. 

3. Conclusion: 

 In this paper, we found that an electrical 

conductivity of glassy carbon nanowires can be 

increase by enhancing the graphitization. There are 

two techniques to improve the graphitization such as 

tunable fabrication and pyrolysis parameter. This 

technique enables the fabrication of CNWs of 

predefined lengths at preselected locations of 

interest. Based on this study, the parameters that 

influence the extent of graphitization in the CNWs is 

carbonization temperature and mechanical pulling of 

the polymer molecules which help in increasing the 

value of electrical conductivity of CNWs. For 

reducing the diameter of CNWs, the previous study 

shows that the transformation of sub µm high aspect 

ratio (HAR) SU-8, negative tone photoresist, tip 

array fabricated using modified photolithography to 

carbon structure with shrinkage reduces the 

dimension of CNWs to a few hundreds of nanometer 

or less.  
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